Applicable car model: Volkswagen Sargitar, FAW and Touran

Tools needed:
1. Rubber knife
2. Six points socket
3. Diagonal cutting nippers
4. 3M double-sided adhesive tape
5. Friction tape

1. Open the cushion covering the lectern, and dismantle the two fix screws over the lectern with six points screw driver.

2. Pry off the lectern with a rubber knife to take away its cover.

3. Pry off the left and right sides of the lectern frame.

4. Pry off the central joint of the lectern frame, and pry strongly upward to remove the upper part of the upper lectern.

5. Pull the plug cord of the airbag light button for emergency light control key, and place the lectern frame well.

6. Dismantle two fix screws of the lectern frame with six points screw driver.

7. Pry off the lower lectern with rubber knife and take it away.

8. Dismantle four fix screws that support the original acoustics system with six points screw driver.

9. Take out of the main body evenly, pull out of all plug cords of the original acoustics system, and place all plugs inside the lectern in order.

10. Fix the main body of our company's product over the lectern with 6 screw and install the lower lectern frame.

11. Connect well the two plug cords of the upper lectern, and re-install the upper lectern.

12. Fix the screws on the lectern with six points screwdriver, and put the cushion back. The installation is completed.

I. The GPS can not receive satellite signal  
Check whether the navigate antenna is properly connected or positioned. The car shall be navigated in the open and broad area. The antenna shall parallel with the earth, and directly face up to the sky so that it can receive the signal.

II. When the car starts up, there is noise in the gun  
The solution is to add an inductor or filter (power supply) to BATT, the power supply wire of the main body; or to make the body case earthed. If the car is equipped with a headrest screen, the noise may be caused by the signal disturbance from the screen. In this case, cut off the signal place of the screen to remove the disturbance.

III. There is cacophony under navigate state  
This is usually caused by the disturbance of the engine on the navigate power supply. The solution is to connect a power supply filter to the yellow wire of GPS terminal socket of the GPS connecting wire, which can reduce the power disturbance from the engine.

IV. There is no sound when the player plays  
1. Check whether the system is under mute state. If yes, press MUTE to close it.
2. Check whether the speaker connecting wire is disconnected. If yes, connect it properly.
3. Check whether the speaker is damaged. If yes, replace it with a new one.

If the system, speaker connecting wire and speaker are all under normal state, the trouble may be caused by short circuit of a group of speaker wires and car body. Cut off all speaker wires, and connect a sound speaker separately. If the sound is normal, it indicates that one of the groups of speaker wires experiences short circuit. If the sound is abnormal, it indicates that the trouble is caused by main body fault.

V. Bluetooth match setting  
1. Match: After entering Bluetooth interface, find new equipment in Bluetooth function in cell phone. After finding this player, select to connect and input password for connection (match password: 0000).
2. After matching, you may directly dial the number you call with your mobile phone, and hear the sound from the other end of the phone through the speaker inside the car.
3. When there is a call, the system, whatever state it is under, will automatically switch to Bluetooth function. Touch the icon of answering or refusing to answer to answer the call or to hang up.
4. Touch the icon of call record to enter call record menu. This function is the same as that of the mobile phone. It can check the number answered, not answered or dialed, and dial the numbers checked.
5. Touch the icon of hang up to end the conversation, exit Bluetooth menu and switch to the current state.
6. Our company's Bluetooth products may apply to the following models:
7. When there is a call, the system, whatever state it is under, will automatically switch to Bluetooth function. Touch the icon of answering or refusing to answer to answer the call or to hang up.
4. Touch the icon of call record to enter call record menu. This function is the same as that of the mobile phone. It can check the number answered, not answered or dialed, and dial the numbers checked.
5. Touch the icon of hang up to end the conversation, exit Bluetooth menu and switch to the current state.
6. Our company's Bluetooth products may apply to the following models:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mobile phone models applicable to our company's Bluetooth products testing</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brand</td>
<td>Anyway</td>
<td>Sony Ericsson</td>
<td>Motorola</td>
<td>Nokia</td>
<td>Lenovo</td>
<td>Bird</td>
<td>Konka</td>
<td>Dopod</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model</td>
<td>SGH-D528</td>
<td>K750C/T628</td>
<td>K760/S550</td>
<td>V360/1398 680</td>
<td>62301/6131 6111/NG-QD</td>
<td>1807</td>
<td>D6111</td>
<td>D363</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Due to difference in Bluetooth module and software used by mobile phones of different brands, there may exist some functional differences even incompatibility in practice. Thank you for your kind understanding!

VI. USB flash disk/SD card play  
1. Play files in USB flash disk: Insert the USB flash disk recorded with signal source directly or with a patch cord into the USB interface of the player panel in a correct way.
2. Play files in SD card: Insert the SD card recorded with signal source directly into the SD card slot of the player panel in a correct way.
3. After USB flash disk/SD card is read, the play mode is the same as that of MP3.
4. The MPEG4 commercially available has different writing formats, such as XVID, AVI, DIVX, RM, and so on. If some disks can not be played in this player because of format, it is a normal phenomenon. Players with USB interface can read the following 2.0 USB flash disks: THUNIS, Tannoy, and LG.

VII. Few TV channels available or not received well  
Check whether the TV antenna power supply is connected with signal receiving wire. The TV antenna is recommended to be installed in the backlight glass. It is better to use the TV antenna in the open air.

VIII. Calibration for touch screen  
Click "Calibration" on the "Menu" to enter calibration interface. A cross cursor will pop up in the interface. Click icons (A, B, C, D and E) as tipped by the cursor to complete screen calibration.

IX. No rear-view image when backing the car  
Check whether the backing control wire (blue wire) is connected to the backing light, and whether the video wire of rear-view camera is properly connected to the rear-view input interface. (Applicable to car model with rear-view function)

X. The player fails to start up  
This trouble is usually caused by user's improper operation. If the system fails to run normally, press the button of RES on the panel lightly to re-start it.

XI. The player fails to enter GPS state  
Set the GPS route, and check whether the GPS antenna is properly connected. Enter GPS interface to double click the icon.